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as cyber security advances to protect us against
these threats, cyber criminals modify their tactics,
becoming more wily. most email providers offer a
spam filter, which sorts out a large bulk of
threatening emails, but vigilance is still important
because even the best filters cant eliminate
everything. never click on an attachment unless you
know for a fact that it is from a trusted source and
that your antivirus software is up-to-date and able
to scan all attachments before allowing them to be
opened. the numbers game is even more
interesting, as crypto systems have gotten better
and better we find more and more weaknesses in
these systems. ive looked at literally thousands of
designs now, and there seems to be no end. as the
problems get fixed, the new ones appear. when you
have a good crypto system, which is a big if, it is
hard to see anything else really standing out, which
means anything that hasnt been already cracked.
the question is are you better with 10 systems or 1
that is up to date? im not sure that i know the
answer, at least not one that is proven. the other
point is theres a lot of technology out there that
could be used to crack stuff. like the paper they
used for the server, or even the server itself. it was
designed to be pretty much immune to analysis,
including the mathmatical ciphers, so its not that
much of a challenge for someone that knows what
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they are doing. one of the biggest factors in the
number of account compromises is how much you
trust your employees. it is no secret that some
employees are lazy and have no qualms about
handing over confidential information such as
emails, passwords, bank account numbers and
more. it has also been reported that some
employees are so uninformed about technology that
they believe there is nothing wrong with sending
emails from their work devices. in cases of phishing
scams, more often than not, employees fall for the
quick and easy way out of providing confidential
information. so, how do you stop it? start by
educating your employees. explain what phishing is
and what it can do. train them to recognize
potentially dangerous messages. if they do end up
accidentally sending an email from their work
device, know that it can be quickly blocked by your
anti-virus software.
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remember, it is not that these hackers are physically
in your computer. they are virtually in your

computer because your computer is on all the time.
you need to make sure that you have installed your

anti-virus and anti-malware software on your
computer and make sure that it is updated so that
you can protect yourself as well as you can. it is

important to understand how the encryption works
and how that affects your way of thinking. for

example, when you are traveling and your system
demands that you make a call, it will automatically
connect you to a cell tower. a lot of organizations

(both government and non government) have used
these techniques to track employees and monitor

them while in areas where they should not be.
tracking a cell signal is not something you want to
purposely seek out but that is what will happen if

you are not careful. if it is the government tracking
them, they are not doing it for naughty reasons but
for prevention of the help of terrorist groups such as

isil or al qaeda. the same thing works out for the
likes of tripwire , hacking team or proofpoint . smart
card tags are very useful for things like toll roads,

allowing people to pay for road time by merely
waving their card in front of a reader. however, the
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more technological approach has become more
popular. point of sale systems that require a smart
card to get through the front door can be found in
most larger businesses and even smaller shops.
these systems are very reliable and have all the
bells and whistles a business could need when it

comes to card payment systems. card-based
systems can be integrated to a point where their

function is embedded into a web browser, and they
are just as easy to add to or remove from a system

as any other plug-in. 5ec8ef588b
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